The Shower, Perfected.
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The party just won’t end. This look is far from new, but it’s back
with such a bang that you don’t want to ignore it this year. There are lots of
ways to make it work for you, The possibilities for fresh pairing are truly endless.
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coated
For 2013 cold season the coat styles and looks are all about one thing: no rules! I love that. From
fur to leather, from bright reds to darks or neutrals, from simple to eccentric, from oversized to
slim cut, long to short, clean or patterned – the coat styles are wild and free in 2013 winter.
With one thing in mind there’s nothing in our way to looking fabulous while staying warm and
comfy - Style up Ladies! (that’s the only rule). A coat with a perfect pair of boots and a cool
bag will make any one of us walk to work as if we’re rocking a catwalk. And while you’re at it,
throw in a thick wool scarf, gloves and maybe a hat or beanie and you are the picture perfect
of winter style.
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Best thing about the
cold weather, if any?
It’s got to be the
clothes and styles
we can play around
with, and the most
important staple for
winter is the coat.
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Sinfully soft and
ridiculously warm,
designers didn’t
shy away from
using fur for Fall.

dennis basso

The hands down trends far Fall/Winter
2013 was loud and clear.. fur is the global
fashion trend to follow. The French refer to
fur as skins (Peaux). Some fur types in the
collections were wooly or furry, others were
patented, glossed or even distressed. The
choices were endless and quite tantalizing.
With layers of fur treatments of all sorts,
beautiful fur adaptions were prevalent in
both day wear and evening wear.
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nirvana

Well, it smells like grunge is back in town. This
fall season bad girl style rules the fashion
world. It’s no secret, grunge style is coming back in a big way, a few of us remember
the grunge look when it appeared (thank you Seattle and Marc Jacobs) the first
time around. Get ready for velvet, corduroy, punky florals, lots of layers, plaids,
combat boots and menswear elements. Keep your grunge style fresh with pieces
that fit you well and “come as you are!!!”
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versace

Maybe it’s the Met exhibition ‘PUNK:
Chaos to Couture,’ which explored punk’s
influence on high fashion, that have us
channeling our rebellious side. Pair studs,
spikes, and leather with more refined attire,
and we promise you’ll pull these edgy
pieces off with ease. All you need is the
right attitude.
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his &
hers
Man up! Take a cue from the
boys this season, and shop
their
closets for the latest looks.
Think pinstripes, blazers, oxfords, tailored trousers, but
styled with a chic, feminine
twist. Menswear can be interpreted for formal evening
wear, the workplace or a
simple day of running errands
and strolling around town. This
classic but hip look will for
sure suit your needs!
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There is no color combination more classic and
timeless than black and white. It always seems
elegant and sophisticated no matter what you’re
wearing and it never goes out of style!
What makes black and white particularly
enticing is the idea that it doesn’t require a great
deal of commitment or cash—everyone has at
least one solid black and one solid white piece in
their closet, right?
Plus, it’s not particularly trendy so wearers won’t
run into the issue of feeling as though they’re
buying into a fad with a clear-cut expiration date!

jason wu

Opposites
attract

Greetings!
Welcome to our AUTUMN ISSUE. It's been a fabulous year thus far, and we’re excited to share
with you everyone’s contributions making this our largest publication thus far. Inside you will find
products gallore, fall trend forecasts for both men and women, dynamic editorials shot around
the globe and travel features that are sure to light your wanderlust travel fire. We are tremendously
grateful to have such an amazing group of talent and supporters contributing on a regular basis
making this the experience we hoped for and for this our team at BISOUS thanks you.
We’ve also taken this issue as an opportunity to announce, by way of a sneak peek insert, the
Winter launch of our brother publication XYXY: The two groom guide to luxury wedding planning.
Again, we are equally amazed at the support this new endeavor has brought about. We’ll keep you
posted on the big launch date just in time for wedding season.
So without further adieu I present to you our AUTUMN ISSUE #6.
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Who are you, what is your occupation?
My name is Liz Lillie and I am a sophomore at Syracuse
University studying Public Relations and English Lit.

5

Where do you often travel to? Do you have a fav site or
hotel you like to refer to?
During the school year I enjoy spending down time with mom in
Palm Springs, California. You can usually find us lounging at The
Parker Palm Springs hotel. For summer break my friends and I
always try to hit a new destination together. I’m a huge fan of
both Jetsetter and airbnb.com when it comes to finding places
to stay. If you’re a college student like me, book flights through
STA travel or Student Universe. It will change your life.

6

What can’t you travel without?
Carry-on essentials:
1.iPad: Because who wants the hassle of lugging around a
laptop and magazines at the airport?
2.Chic and practical iPad case, $35.00: This quilted silver case
from Pixie Market is perfect while you’re on the go.

2

3.Fresh Sugar CHERRY tinted lip treatment SPF 15, $22.50:
Makes your lips feel divine and adds a pop of color. All I need
to make me feel fresh before stepping off the plane.
4.Oscar Blandi Pronto Invisible Volumizing Dry Shampoo
Spray, $25.00: A must have for freshening up in the bathroom.
(Especially if you find yourself having multiple layovers like I do)
5.Yummy Lizou Infinity Scarf (any and all colors), $29.00: Feels so
yummy and keeps your warm on your flight.
6.J. Crew Printed Backup Battery for IPhone, $29.99: A must
and the only thing that keeps me playing Bubble Mania for
hours on the plane.
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Who are you, what is your occupation?

Jenny La Femme (DJ and TV/Film Producer)
Where do you often travel to? Do you have a fav site or
hotel you like to refer to?

1
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I have traveled to over 20 countries but lately have
been shooting a TV series for PBS all over the United
States. I recently stayed at the Iron Horse Hotel in
Milwaukee which I highly recommend if you ever
find your way there.
What can’t you travel without?

3

1.Apple laptop
2.Aiaiai headphones
3.Ilesteva Sunglasses
4.Little Red Buddha that I got in Cambodia
5.Jawbone Jambox
6.Extra battery charger for my iPhone
7.Emergen-C is a must

7
Who are you, what is your occupation?

2

I’m Jordan. A fashion freak, coffee drinker, history
lover. I work as a showroom manager at Adam
Drawas PR, a fashion PR company. Also, I’m a
freelance stylist and writer.
Where is your favorite place to holiday?
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My favorite place to go is probably Rome. And I
would recommend (if you’re taking a long trip), rent
an apartment. It’s a WAY cheaper option and it’s
super convenient. I used Tripadvisor.com and had a
fantastic experience.
What can’t you travel without?
1.Ray-Ban Wayfarer sunglasses (keeping it retro)
2.Gap sandals
3.A gigantic bottle of water

1
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Who are you, what is your occupation?
I’m Natasha, and I’m pretty much a gypsy slash photographer slash dweeb.
Advice for the novice traveler?
Roll your clothing items instead of folding them because it saves
more space–– less wrinkles too!
If you obviously don’t speak their native language, vendors are
going to give you a higher price. Try negotiating the price into
half of it, and work your way bits by bits of digits.

eyeliner

What can’t you travel without?

7.Chanel No 5 perfume

1.My 13” MacBook Pro

8.Yves Saint Laurent Rouge Pur Couture SPF 15 lipstick in Blood
Red (instant sexy in case you need it), some form of comfortable
lip balm.

2.Canon EOS 7D
3.Shock-Proof Transcend external hard-drive
4.Decent headphones (Skullcandy, maybe)
5.My very essential Messeca platforms–– the most comfortable
pair of 5” heels ever invented to run around catching flights in
the airport
6.Clarins Double Serum, Lancome Artliner waterproof liquid

9.A frontgate wireless battery charger for iPad and iPhone,
iPhone 5 32GB, because I can’t live without my Internet, taking
phone-pictures, eBooks bought in GooglePlay.
10.Buy an international travel adaptor for your electronic
devices. I would say one international travel adaptor is enough,
and then bring a power strip to plug the rest of your devices.
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Who are you, what is your occupation?
Audrey Brianne, LA-based celeb stylist.
Do you travel often? Business or pleasure?

At least 8-10 times a year. More often it’s becoming
business-related (New York Fashion Week). My
family and I vacation annually—twice if everyone is
able to get together (it gets tricky with a family of 6!).
Where do you often travel to? Do you have a fav site or
hotel you like to refer to?
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New York, Denver, Vegas and Maui are the places
I travel most often. The Ritz-Carlton Kapalua is my
favorite hotel—the staff and accommodations are
always top-notch.
As a business traveler do you have a “kit” so to speak when
going somewhere for work?
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Traveling with a celeb is a demanding job—you
have to be prepared for any and all ‘worst case
scenarios’ and what-if’s. The most essential items
I’m sure to have available include; Tide To Go Stain
Erasers, nipple covers, safety pins, lots of Top Stick,
a lint roller, gum and travel-size sewing kit.
Is there any advice you can give to the novice traveler?

3

Use Ziploc baggies for all liquids (and pack a few extra for
inevitable leaks), utilize mesh baggies for all jewelry- bagging
larger items together helps save on room and roll clothing
versus folding
What can’t you travel without?
1.Cetaphil Daily Facial Cleanser
2.Bodyography lipstick in Red China
3.Ted Baker iPad case
4.Kiehl’s Sunscreen
5.Gleam Body Radiance
6.La Mer moisturizing lotion and lip balm
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Who are you, what is your occupation?
Courtenay Brandt (Stylist, Creative Producer,
Brand Consultant)
Where do you often travel to? Do you have a fav site or
hotel you like to refer to?
These days I have a little “Travel Triangle” New York, Vancouver
and Maui. I always stay with friends but I do have a favorite
hotel website, designhotels.com. It is the best contemporary
boutique hotel site and I will often actually plan my trip around
the hotel I want to stay at.
Is there any advice you can give to the novice traveler?
Go to the place you have always dreamed of and just get
lost in exploration. Make sure you have days with no agenda
so you can see where the city takes you.
What can’t you travel without?
1.The Apple essentials—iMac, ipad & iPhone
2.Dr Bronner’s Almond Body Wash
3.Dove Haircare products - LOVE them, all of them!

4.Vanilla Musk oil I get at Mana Foods in Maui
5.Vichy 40+ Sunscreen
6.And being a redhead a tan does not come naturally so I
use the best organic sunless tan Chocolate Sun (chocolatesun.
com). I mix it with my Palmers Coconut Lotion for a summer
glow. They are a Santa Monica based company and always
on the “In Style Best Of” list.
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Fall i nto

Colo r

Photography Kate Szatmari | Beauty Sayuri Mitsumori | Model Xian @LA Models

Our photgrapher Kate sZatmari channeled this season’s runway for inspiration for one of our
Fall Beauty editorials.
Strong, heavy made-up eyes and splashes of color ruled the Autumn/Winter 2013-14 shows.
Purples and greens were plucked from Oscar de la Renta and orange and blues from the
amazing collection by Michael Kors. The influence of the red “done” lips came from Bottega
Venetta and the dewy skin was inspired by the models from Valentino.

FEATURED PRODUCTS
Dior ‘Forever’ Compact Flawless Perfection
Fusion Wear Makeup SPF 25
Clarins Crayon Khol Eyeliner Pencil
Giorgio Armani Kaleidoscope
Lip Cover Soft Satin Lipstick Set
Make Up For Ever Aqua Liner
Yves Rocher Eye Shadow and Mascara
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“

Marimekko’s
designers pour
their creative heart
and soul into each
and every print...to
create this vibrant,
beautiful work.

”

Finnish textile company,
Marimekko, was founded on
the idea that people should be
comfortable in their own skin,
and always live joyful lives.

S

ince 1951, the company has been making
their own prints and textiles to celebrate that
confidence. Marimekko’s designers pour their
creative heart and soul into each and every
print, and they are continuously collaborating;
textile designers work with ceramic designers
who work with fashion designers, to create
this vibrant, beautiful work. Marimekko’s timeless prints are simply a lot of fun. Drinking coffee out of one of their mugs, resting
in between Marimekko bed sheets, or putting on one of the
their dresses means supporting a brand that celebrates you,
being you. The global marketing director of Marimekko, Tiina
Alahuhta-Kasko took a moment to explain where Marimekko
found its roots and how the brand remains relevant and innovative today.

Marimekko designs textiles for both housewares and clothing. How do your designers marry the two to make a cohesive collection?
The heart and soul of Marimekko is in the bold prints, our
art of print making, through which we want to bring joy to
people’s everyday lives. It is from the prints where the Marimekko story also begun 62 years ago. When the founders
had realized that people were admiring the colorful textile
patterns, but didn’t really know how to use them, they decided to organize a fashion show to give ideas what could
be made of the fabrics. People wanted to start ordering the
collection they saw on the catwalk. Hence, then the founders
decided to establish Marimekko – meaning “Mary’s dress”.
And that meant the birth to a brand that is said to be one of
the world’s first real lifestyle brands.
At Marimekko, we work with dozens of designers. Some
of them textile designers, some fashion designers and some
ceramic or glassware designers. And what makes the design process at Marimekko very special is the collaboration
between these different designers. It is through this creative
collaboration, as well as the leadership of Marimekko’s Creative Director Minna Kemell-Kutvonen, that at Marimekko
we ensure the creation of cohesive lifestyle collections.
How are the traditions that were established when the
company began in 1951 still present in Marimekko’s designs
today?
First of all, Marimekko’s mission remains constant from when
the company was created: Through our bold patterns and
bright colors, we want to bring joy to the everyday lives of
people and to inspire them to free their own creativity and
authentically be and express themselves. Our art of printmak-

Through our bold
patterns and
bright colors, we
want to bring joy to
the everyday lives
of people...

ing continues to be the heart and soul of Marimekko design
that is then reflected to a gamut of lifestyle products. Furthermore, our collections always interplay between classic
Marimekko prints, beloved designs from throughout Marimekko’s history, entirely new designs created by our younger
generation of designers as well as some prints pulled from
our archive today featuring over 3,500 fabric prints. The
funny thing though, is that when looking at the collections it
is quite impossible to say which design dates back to which
time. This is due to the fact that since the beginning, Marimekko celebrated the timelessness of good design. Hence, every
design created at Marimekko to ensure it will be as topical
10 to 20 years onwards as it is on the day it is created.

dialogue and for example by featuring an industrial designer,
a painter or a sculptor as a textile designer brings something
totally unique and out of the box to the world of textile print
design.
At Marimekko, we give freedom of creativity to our
designers and want to foster and develop the designers’
own handwriting and interpretation of the world through
this art. The one thing though that connects all Marimekko
designers is their commitment to the Marimekko design philosophy of wanting to bring joy to people’s everyday lives.
Hence, when choosing new artists/designers, we look at
the strength of the artist’s interpretation and its fit to the
Marimekko design philosophy.

How does Marimekko’s Finnish roots influence its prints?
Marimekko is a Finnish fashion and design house, our values
are very Finnish from authenticity to fairness, and from common sense to courage. Also visually, Marimekko design reflects the geographical location of Finland between East and
West, Russia and Scandinavia. In our design language, from
Scandinavia come the simplicity, clarity and graphic impression, while the Slavic influence can be seen in the ornaments,
rich shapes and even surprising details.

All of Marimekko’s prints are so playful and unique. How
do the designers look for new inspiration for each season?
All our designers have their own sources of inspiration, but
for most of them nature plays a big role in that. Many of our
designers enjoy spending time in nature, observing the small
miracles you find there. Nature and the change of seasons
we have here up North continue to inspire them and you can
find these stories in our designs.

One phrase on your website explains that Marimekko can
help its wearer “dream, play, and live what you wear.”
What does that mean to you?
This means that through our unique design expression we
want to inspire and encourage people to be themselves and
express their own personality boldly, through the way they
dress themselves or their homes – and have fun with it!
How does Marimekko want its consumers to feel when
wearing the clothing or using the products?
When using Marimekko products we want our customers to
feel joy and that the designs they use resonate with their
own personality.
I noticed that Marimekko does a lot of artist-designer collaborations. How does the company decide who to team
up with?
Part of the excitement of Marimekko design comes from its
ability to surprise. Marimekko is never seen at once. Creative
collaborations are very natural for us. We believe in enriching

What is your favorite place on earth?
My family’s countryside villa in the Finnish archipelago during
the summertime, when we can enjoy the midnight sun (sun
doesn’t really set at all during the main summer months!)
When you travel what can you not live without?
My Marimekko Matkuri (traveler) canvas bag – it is a perfect
companion to take with you on travels!
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Dest i nat i o n :
by Beauty Editor Annah Yevelenko

I

clockwise from below:
governor’s habour; light
house beach; mauna kea,
big island, hawaii; harbour
island, eleuthera

t all began on top of Mauna Kea, Big Island, Hawaii
where I received a love proclamation and the most
beautiful grey diamond-rose gold ring I have ever seen
from my best friend. This was supposed to have been
his surprise birthday trip. We love to travel.

Next came the wedding plans, naturally. We knew that
there is nothing traditional about us so we settled on a
low-key island ceremony at sundown on the night of a full
moon with a handful of our closest. The island we chose
was Eleuthera, Bahamas. Paradise.
Then we had to figure out a ring for my husband-to-be who
has never worn jewelry and hadn’t ever thought about what
he wanted. Through some tedious research, I found a designer
who ticked off all of the boxes: original, custom made and
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works with materials no one else wants
to touch. This is when we flew to Boulder,
Colorado to visit the studio and [surprise] meet the lovely man himself, Todd
Reed. The end result is a stunning 100%
pure palladium with raw diamonds
band. (Special thanks to Melissa who
not only took care of us, but helped me
engrave the ring without Josh’s knowledge. Sneaky sneaky!) Needless to say
I’m jealous, but also absolutely in love
with my galaxy diamond-white gold
stunner. Both of my rings were made
by the amazing Saara Reidsema in San
Francisco.
Don’t ask me about the dress. I figured a two piece would be perfect for
the beach as the top could be a bathing
suit and the skirt could be easily removed
so I could dive right into the water. Thus.
I bought a beautiful bodysuit and figured I’d make a skirt with the help of my
friend Lily and my Limited Edition Project
Runway sewing machine. After several
hours of shredding material, pedal pushing and procrastinating, I realized that
the skirt situation wasn’t going to work.
This was on Thursday. I was leaving to
the Bahamas on Friday. The very next
Friday.

clockwise from top left: todd reed
shop; todd reed hq; josh’s ring
construction; my ring set; our rings;
todd reed himself
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clockwise from
top: Wedding party
& baby Ronan who
never frowns; the
dress that wasn’t.. ;
just married

Friday morning Josh and I found the perfect little dress.
Thanks, TopShop! He wanted to see my legs while I wanted to
glisten in the moonlight. Win. Win.
For one week we asked our guests to relax without any
formal activities outline. Our only request was for everyone
to contribute to the potluck buffet. What a feast it was! (Secret:
we invited a smorgasbord of talented cooks and acquired a
kick-ass new friend/mixologist named Kelly.) There were three
cakes, well one of them a delicious pie. We refused to cut any,
but gladly dug our forks into all of them one by one.
Everyone stayed on beautiful properties waking up to the
sound of the ocean in the morning. We stayed at La Bougianvillea which couldn’t have been any better.
I could go on and on about all the details of the incredible
week and show you an entire album to which all snapping
guests contributed, but I won’t. Instead I’d love to share the
beauty products that came with me to the island and others

we share

clockwise from top left: front of our house;
backyard; back of our house, beach carvings

that helped me get there.
Travel Prep and In My Bag:
All of the descriptions are in the image titles. I figured
maybe do a clusterfuck/collage of them and give a few
of them little labels of what I wrote. Easy peasy.
Extras:
Same as above except..
***KIOSK images - please put them all together (or as
many as you can.. however you want to work them in)
next to or under this text:
When 3FLOZ’s automated kiosks landed in top US airports with their signature selection of travel-friendly
goods, you’ll also find some darling new ESSENTIALS
kits curated by 3FLOZ co-founders Kate Duff and Alexi
Mintz.
Whether your journey is for love, work or play, 3FLOZ
provides peace of mind in knowing you have your necessities when you’re on-the-go.

travel

Prep
800Razors

Zotos Anti-Aging Hair Color was
perfect when I was hours away from
the airport and had roots to fill in

MoGo Smart Wallet isn’t
just amazing on a trip, but in
any situation where carrying
twelve different pouches
isn’t idea.

Vita Liberata Untinted Self
Tan Lotion was perfect for a
gradual colour before the full
effect of Eleuthera
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Butter of London in
WELLIES made my
toes so happy for the
beach.

Green Envee Body Wash
- words cannot describe
the bliss you smell out of
these bottles. Green Envee
Patchouli Oil allowed this
hippy to hydrate skin and
prep it for sun and sand

Beauty Case is the answer to my OCD
degree in organization. BRAVO.
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Supersmile toothpaste and the rinse together
are the super combo of non-irritating whiteners.
Supersmile Powdered Mouthrinse is a porthole to a
more dazzling smile before all occasions. Supersmile
toothpaste and the rinse together are the super
combo of non-irritating whiteners.
Yves Rocher Hydra Vegetal Gel Creme is
super refreshing every morning without fail

Nerium AD Age Defying Treatment beats skin
into submission and gets rid of all the unnecessary
guests

Travel Flawless Travel Self-Tan Liquid and
Mitt for the tiny boost of colour my ghastly
legs needed before the trip.

GM Collin 3D Visible
Lifting Group shows
signs of repair on the
first try, skin reflects light
perfectly
LightStim for Wrinkles is
the first over-the-counter
at-home device that zaps
those peskies away
Pureology Reviving Red
Oil gave my hair the pop
it needed

Dahlian Naturals Overnight Fruit Lift makes me tingle nightly.

Calgon Rerfreshing Body
Mist - because it never hurts
to smell delicous

In my

Bag

Yves Rocher
Waterproof
Mascara didn’t
budge once in the
countles times I
cried of joy

Supergoop daily
correcct cream has
the smoothest matte
texture
Supergoop antioxidant
sunscreen mist lasted
me and my husband
the trip, perfect texture
Osea Travel Kit - I
now NEVER leave
home without it

Tata Harper Be True Lip Balm saved
me from dry airplane air

Pevonia Spa Essentials Kit
was great for our master
bathroom (and guests who
visited for a quick fix)

Hawaiian Tropic
Silk Hawaiian
Tropic Hydration
Aftersun Lotion
- healed one or
a dozen burned
shoulders

Coldfront Cooling System lasts 12 hours

Cricket friction free flat iron so tiny but so mighty

Cricket friction
free dual voltage
travel dryer that
my mum stole on
the trip
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Yves Rocher Sparkling Gold eye
shadow gave me the perfect
wedding bedroom eyes

Lash Republic beautiful
lashes were my wedding
outfit staple

Dirt for Men Armour - for my man to
protect his pretty face from the sun
Turo 3in1 Shower Cleanser was for the
husband to enjoy daily

Goody Tanglefix Brush to
tame the wild mane

Morgan Taylore
Glitter and Gold
Nail Polish served
as an accent nail
for several of the
guests

NovaWhite pen was a great pick-me-up without lugging packets of the other stuff

Voutre Vu Lip Lustre Trio was on hand at all times for a quickie kissable pout

Dermablend Concealer for spot control

Obagi Broad
Spectrum SPF
50 dried without
feeling greasy
and protected like
a pro
Olivia Garden
bamboo hair comb
is eco friendly and
feels lovely

Myo Essentials Line
in TSA approved
packagig proved to
be a winner

Olivia Garden Double Clip helped me achieve
the wedding hair

Oribe Supershine
Moisturizing Cream hydrated
my locks after all the salt
lashings of the ocean

Iroha Eye Pads were perfection for the
morning after a party - or before
Repechage
Hydra Soleil
was a skin
saver

Yves Rocher FlowerParty by Night
Eau de Parfum was perfectly sensual
for hot nights in paradise

Coppertone Tattoo Guard Lotion
to protect my ink

AlternaVites - vitamins on the go

Cool Off Quick Chill Packets instant cooling without alcohol

SebaMed Intimate
Feminine Wash because you never
know how far the sand
will go

Good Clean
Love Personal
Lubricant aloe vera
based and
perfect for
sexy time

TruHair TeaseEase Kit gave my hair enough volume for the wind to play with

Whish Deodorant Wipes

extras
SOAPS To Live
By are just that—
inspiring and full of
great ingredients, I’m
in love.

Got2b Kinkier Curl Cream was the
perfect friend to take for a friend
with curly dry hair

Farmhouse Fresh Pink Moon Shea Butter Hand
Cream will make you smell like summer. Always

Van Der Hagen Soaps are glyceryn based and oh so delicious smelling

Kiosk Modern Gentleman Kit

Crabtree New Liquid Hand
Wash Collection will put you
in a good mood through the
toughest packing excavations
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Kiosk Jet Lag Kit

Kiosk for Your Personal Use

Kiosk Essentials Kit

Kiosk Anywhere Hair Kit
Kiosk Night Out Kit

When 3FLOZ’s automated kiosks landed in top US airports with their signature selection of travel-friendly goods, you’ll also find
some darling new ESSENTIALS kits curated by 3FLOZ co-founders Kate Duff and Alexi Mintz.
Whether your journey is for love, work or play, 3FLOZ provides peace of mind in knowing you have your necessities when you’re
on-the-go.

we enhance

“Only the truth of who you are, if realized, will set you free.”

—Eckhart Tolle

Product info Eyes Nambia
Lips Peloponnese

we enhance

Product info Eyes Yamal, Las Ramblas, Kalamata
Brow Perfector Lips Paimpol

we enhance

“All the things that truly matter,
beauty, love, creativity, joy and inner
Product info Eyes Solomon Islands

we enhance

Product info Eyes Kamchatka, Umbangi
Lips Mysterious Red nails Gal-

we enhance

Product info Eyes Bavaria , Snake Eyes
Lips La Paz nails Fury

It’s

Mr. Boehmer,

By Jessica Williams

Meet James Boehmer,
Director of Global Artistry for
NARS Cosmetics as he speaks
candidly about the brand, his
passion for makeup, and his
favorite products.

As the Director of Global Artistry for NARS, please explain
what it is that you do for the brand.
As the Director of Global Artistry, my main purpose is to communicate the philosophies and techniques that Francois Nars
has had in mind since the brand’s inception. Makeup should
always have an element of fun-- it should not be taken so
seriously and that skin is the heart and soul of every makeup
application. I am so fortunate to work for a brand and for
an artist that represents my personal feelings about beauty,
makeup, and artistry. Francois is an innovator, a mentor, and
inspiration. He is one of the reasons I wanted to become a
makeup artist in the first place, and it is my pleasure to share
this brand with not only our NARS artists, but with the artist
community at large. Artistry is always evolving and changing, and as artists it is important to be open to new ways of
approaching your craft. With NARS, I get to share my experiences and the gift of working with a genius like Francois with
everyone
Just recently, you returned from East Asia. What was your experience working with makeup artists in Korea?
I feel so lucky to travel the world and experience different cultures through my work. Because of this, the world is a smaller,
more connected place and that is an amazing discovery! As
artists, we speak a very inclusive and cohesive “language”
that is truly universal.. my challenges and desires coupled with
my role are to ensure this “language” we speak is understood
by everyone without any barriers. Makeup artists have a gift
as well as a responsibility-- we are allowed access to our clients in an incredibly intimate manner. We share knowledge,
tips, expertise, and ourselves. We connect and literally touch
people in ways that most people do not. It is great knowing
this is how it is across the globe. We all feel the same way and
all want the same things.
A few years back, you earned your esthetics license. How has
that benefit your career as a makeup artist? Do you find that
your clients and those you’ve worked with are more receptive
when you are able to explain what you are doing/using on
their skin?
Esthetics is natural progression in my career. It gave me a better understanding of the skin’s functions and processes that
may affect the texture of the skin, which directly effects how
makeup looks and performs. My obsession for skin and skin
care extends for as long as I can remember. My mother has
the most exquisitely beautiful skin and I understood that it is as
much about maintenance as it is genetics. What I am excited

and attracted to about Francois’ amazing body of work is
what he did or did not do with skin. He is truly one of the first
makeup artists that stripped the layers away and showed the
beauty and texture of skin. He insists that regardless of the
skin’s finish, it must appear immaculate and flawless. This concept changed the way we use and wear complexion products
today. He constantly reiterates that skin is 50 percent of the
makeup, and I could not agree more!

inspired quite a few people in your audience. What does that
mean to you?
If I can inspire someone, even remotely as much as the people
who have inspired me.. wow. I am able to do what I truly love
doing. I am able to share what I know, what I like, and what I
love with like minded people that feel the same way. It means
the world to me to think that I could be an influence or inspiration to someone. I am endlessly inspired.

There’s always that one opportunity that takes one’s career to
new heights. Describe that moment when you realized your
career was taking off. Who and what inspires you?
I view my career as an evolution, something that is in constant
motion. It is difficult to pick one specific moment because everything is intertwined. One thing happens because of the other, and so on.. I can speak of two. The moment that I “decided”
to be a makeup artist was a big one. I loved pop culture, film,
fashion, dance, arts, and music. Although I wanted to be a part
of those worlds, the problem was I did not know how to get
there. I was not the best college student and felt somewhat
lost because I was interested in so many things, yet completely
unfocused. Long story short, I quit school. When I told my parents why and “what I was going to do with my life,” I said I was
going to do makeup. I will never know exactly why I said it and
why I focused on makeup specifically. But everything changed
after that. Suddenly, I became focused and figured out what I
needed to do to “become” a makeup artist.
The second “moment” is hard to pin down because it too
morphed and changed. When Francois Nars launched the
NARS brand in 1994 with 12 lipsticks at Barneys, it changed
something. His work was BEYOND influential to me-- I was obsessed! Francois was a part of all of the things I loved, and
behind so many of these cultural moments that influenced and
inspired me as a teen. The House of Versace. Isabella Rossellini. Steven Meiesel and all of the incredible stories in Italian
Vogue. The Supermodels. Liz Tilberis’s reign at Harper’s Bazaar with Fabien Baron as Creative Director. Madonna’s eyebrows. Madonna’s Sex book. Shaving Kristen McMenamy’s
eyebrows. Calvin Klein fragrance ads. “Heroin Chic.” Grunge.
The return to makeup after grunge. It would be impossible to
list what or who inspires me at length. The mid 80’s to late
90’s shaped my aesthetic, and during the majority of those
moments, Francois was involved. To say that it is an honor and
a privilege to work with him and represent this brand would
be an understatement.

Name your favorite NARS products.
Black Moon eye liner, Mambo eyeliner, Ashes to Ashes single
eyeshadow, Sophia single eyeshadow, New York single eyeshadow, Loose Powder, Sheer Glow foundation, Aqua Gel
Luminous oil-free moisturizer, Pandora duo eyeshadow, Desire
blush, Gina blush, the Yachiyo kabuki brush, Heat Wave lipstick, Fire Down Below lipstick.. Should I go on?

While attending your presentation at The Makeup Show, you
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by SHELLI WRIGHT

LOREAL 8hr
infallible le gloss
SMASHBOX
MUSE blush rush

DIOR ADDICT EXTREME
lip

DIOR FUSION MONO
eye shadow

YONKA paris
stimulastine
jour/nuit
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direct beauty
hydroplus
anti-stress
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tinted anti-aging
sunscreen
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moisturizing
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FRESH
creme ancienne
nourishing honey mask
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face spray
CLEANLOGIC
lavender sopa/sponge

We support

In case you
haven’t heard,
everyone has
the right to get
married—the
Supreme Court
says it’s so.

W

hen we first set out to do a
feature on equal rights marriage we thought it would
be cool to highlight a couple
and their accomplishments
and get their take on the Supreme Court ruling. At Bisous
we wanted to celebrate the changing times by dedicating some pages to our gay friends, co-workers and family
members. After meeting this wonderful young couple, Jesse
and Brett the story evolved into something else. We were
touched by their plight and their story and we realized there
was an entire group of men who were being left out of the
wedding publication genre. The groom et groom group if
you will. Thus, XYXY: The two groom luxury guide to wedding
planning was born. Stay tuned for our debut issue coming
soon... but in the meantime, here’s some pages to get you going and naturally the feature story that started it all...

we support

T

he ceremony was fast and furious, but its implications were felt a deeply as one would
imagine on their wedding day. Jesse and
I had been up late weaving floral wreaths
for our groomsmaids from the Trader Joe’s
bouquets he had picked up. The choosing of
the attire; I wore gold lame and Jess looked
strapping in a beaded vest and bow tie. The buzz of excitement, the tears and emotion, the confusion, and the camaraderie we felt with the lovely and diverse crowd we were sharing our day with at City Hall. The employees who coached
us throughout, even though we were 50th couple they would
process that day. And like that, we were married as one family
unit; a dream team, partners in crime, the yin and yang. Our
parents were thrilled though disappointed they couldn’t attend.
It certainly helped that everyone had gotten along splendidly
since the moment we had taken each other home for the old
fashion “meet the parents”. Just two weeks after the ceremony
in Manhattan, we left our niches, nests and crews in Brooklyn,
and with the excitement and terror of baby birds, we flew the
coup. And thus our Brooklyn love affair was over and we be-

gan the journey to the West Coast; destination Los Angeles,
CA.
It started as a game or funny joke, but we quickly felt the
deep implications. Driving state to state is always an interesting
exercise of rights, we found out quickly. Post wedding we began our trek to Cali on our first “husbands” trip up to visit Jesse’s
family in Vermont. Through the course of the 6 hour drive north,
we were married in the state of New York, not recognized
through Connecticut, married again in Mass, then recognized
as a civil union in good old Vermont. The reality of it is really a
bit confusing to say the least; I mean, this is the conflicting message todays kids are getting. The irony lost its humor and we
were left questioning, why can’t we all just agree on this? With
plans to move to Los Angeles two weeks after our wedding,
we even wondered, what’s the point? It was a common question in the brief time we spent engaged/married in New York.
“Why are you get married if you’re moving to California where
it doesn’t make a difference?” And at the time there was only
one clear answer; it does make a difference. We are marriage
ambassadors, and by setting up shop and engaging in a new

community as a married unit, we knew we could change the
perception of what an ideal marriage is. Call it “New Fashion
Marriage.” Anyone who knows us well would be able to call
us out on the eye rolling, snickers, and “who would even want to
be married(s),” in our adolescence and fiery young adulthoods.
But the reality hit when we fell in love and opportunity struck
and suddenly the door was open. We had an opportunity to
make good with our childhood fears, and for all the repressing
of the ideal we had done growing up, we could take a chance
and make it ours. So, thats what we have done.
What does it look like then? I’m sure you’d like to hear it’s
perfect and dreamy (yes, we have our moments) but, ultimately
our marriage has taken a lot of work; we expected nothing
less. But our reality is one of open communication, honesty and
co-commitment; saying what you do, and doing what you say.
Co-commitment is one of Jesse’s favorite subjects. It is the idea
that each partner is fully committed to making the relationship
successful while supporting each other’s path as fully conceived
individuals, and is each partner is responsible for being true to
themselves. In doing so, we embrace a new path where we set
out to prove we are not much different than any other young
couples ready to commit and create a partnership for life. It is
with that promise, we are thriving on California soil and after
almost two years of being of a different status, we are legally
husbands again. It has been an inspiring turn of events in our
lives and has illuminated our spirits. We are thrilled to be married in a changing California. Truth is, gay marriage is trending
and we are doing it right; life-stylists, inspired, healthy, grateful
and a hell of a lot of fun.

SIDE NOTE
Brett and Jesse plan on renewing their vows in the state of
California this Spring. We hope to keep in touch and attend
this joyous event. They are also doing their own super cool
jewelry line see links below:

Roozt.com Store

roozt.com/Aria-e-Terra
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picks
Beauty Editor Annah Yevelenko

Boys, boys, boys.
This one’s for you!
I took a poll of my
fashionable friends of the
male persuasion scattered
around the country to find
out which products they
absolutely cannot live
without. Knowing there is
a growing heap of goodies
geared towards men, I didn’t
know just how good they
were until I researched them.
Here are the creme de la
creme of male grooming for
all of your beautiful needs…

Philosophy: Purity Made Simple
Philosophy isn’t just for the birds, boys too can share
the love. Fabulous Michael Francis from Chi-town
recommends Purity Made Simple Facial Cleanser.
Removes dirt with gusto but gentle on the most
sensitive of skins. Love that its infusions are sage,
carrot and chamomile!

We enhance

Malin+Goetz

Malin+Goetz seem to have their shit
together and Drew from Chicago
agrees. I’m a sucker for a great
masculine candle - the Dark Rum
Candle certainly hits that spot for
me. Bergamot, plum, rum, vanilla,
leather and amber-patchouli.. I’m
done.

The Art of Shaving

The Art of Shaving provides just
that with its travel kit which includes
Pre-Shave Oil, Shaving Cream,
After-Shave Balm, and a Badger
Brush. This no-frills chic set is perfect
for all trips. My nocturnal valley boy
Blake gives it a thumb up. The other
excited thumbs up award goes to
Lush Dirty Soap for being “shockingly fresh” and
making you wake up right.

Imperial, Ursa Major, Juniper Ridge

A very hip someone I know named Tori suggested Imperial Barber Products, Ursa
Major and Juniper Ridge. Now I see why. The packaging is so simple and the reviews
so amazing. All three of these super cool brands are American made and care deeply
about your skin and hair. I trust each and every one of them based on their mission
statements alone, but it helps to know that these are premium quality goodies you’ll
become addicted to.

we enhance
Yonka for Men Under Eye Gel

If you’re worried about your eye circles but don’t want anyone to know, your
secret’s safe with me. Here’s a tip: Yonka for Men Under Eye Gel is all you need.
Chamomile and peppermint oil soothe and invigorate. You’ll feel it working immediately.

Eisenberg Homme

A former San Francisco resident who now tours the globe with Cirque du
Soleil, RJ recommended the Eisenberg Homme brand. Though a touch costly,
you buy directly from Paris with a guaranteed 3-day DHL delivery. How
posh.

Jack Black 3-in-1

No one wants to see red bumps all over your
jaw and neck. No one. Take a tip from my super
talented boo Marc Cartwright who swears by Jack Black
3-In-1 Clear Complexion Solution: Razor Bump And Acne Treatment. His
neck is purdy, yours deserves to be too.

Rene Furterer Modeling Paste

Next door neighbour/friend Scott always has great hair. His secret?
Rene Furterer Modeling Paste. Sounds like a commercial, doesn’t it?
Well, it should be. And he should star in it. This stuff is matte (non-greasy),
contains no sulfates and is a humidity/heat protector. One. Stop. Shop.

Every Man Jack Four of a Kind Kit

Sensitive feller? Here’s the perfect kit for your woes: Every Man Jack
Four of a Kind Kit. Includes a fragrance-free Facial Scrub, Moisturizer,
Shave Gel and Facial Wash. There are no harsh chemicals, dyes or
sulfates included. Two of my favorite thespians are hugs
fans of this brand. High fives to Julian in Arizona and
Corey in Wisconsin!

We enhance
John Allan’s

If you haven’t heard of this selective men’s
experience you should. John Allan’s deals
out the “man about town experience”
which will make you leave feeling like
Ryan Gossling. Even our Editor, Chris
Bredesen, came back from the salon
rethinking his hair-care/ skin-care regime
and looking like a million bucks all the
way down to his manicured fingers.
Slickwater Pre-Shave Solution preps and
conditions to avoid any mishaps without
clogging pores. Scrub Exfoliating Skin
Cleaner will loosen and help you shed
any dry patches you might have. Ocean
Daily Nourishing Shampoo refreshes,
nourishes the hair and smells manly to
boot. The Matte Water-Based Pomade
whips your hair into shape without sticky
residue, making it pliable enough to run fingers through it.

Tresemmé Mega
Firm Control Gel
I was a little surprised when
I found out my New York
fashionista with a penis used
hair gel. After the initial shock
and some prodding, I found
out that he uses one of the
few drugstore brands that is
alcohol free. Tresemme Mega
Firm Control Gel makes
Simon’s hair glisteny without
stripping it of natural oils.

Sharps

Erick in Texas loves Sharps
Barber Brigade in Spearmint
Jolt and Lemon Fix which is
awesome because if you look
them up on Amazon.com—
you’ll love the price!

Murray’s

LA comedian Gerry, who I’ve had the
pleasure of working, is too cool to use
anything other than Murrays’ Pomade.
A classic staple in any dapper man’s
grooming kit.

we dig

M

ost people dream of the perfect wedding from a very young age, and just
like the wedding, the honeymoon is no
exception. Once married, there’s no
better way to kick off this new chapter
of your life together in true style than with a luxury adventure, allowing your bond to grow stronger than ever
before. And with the stress of planning a wedding, the
last thing any couple needs is to worry about planning
the trip or determining what to do in a country once
there. That’s why the travel designers at luxury private
guided tour company, Jacada Travel (JacadaTravel.
com), have created a series of honeymoon itineraries
across Latin America and Africa, designed to create
unforgettable memories for newlywed lovebirds, allowing you to sit back and relax as you are whisked off on
a romantic journey of a lifetime.
Whether the two of you are adventure seekers, animal lovers, sun bakers, or wine enthusiasts, Jacada
can design an itinerary to satisfy yours and any travel
palate. From world class wine tastings in stunning
South Africa and gourmet picnics surrounded by hippos, monkeys and lions in Tanzania, to dancing the
night away at private Tango dance halls in Argentina,
and cruising the Peruvian Amazon in top of the line
luxury, you’re sure to come back with quite a few stories to share. Jacada Travel’s trip designers take care
of every minute detail as you go along, ensuring your
transportation, meals, hotel stays and activities are
well planned and seamless, leaving you with nothing
to do but to take it all in and fall deeper in love.
The following are 8 sample itineraries that Jacada
Travel has created this year for newlyweds looking to
plan their perfect honeymoon escape.

Honeymoons
in Africa
For the Animal Lovers –
Escape on a truly Wild
Adventure in Tanzania:
From $10,130 per person for 16 Days

Any couple that yearns to get up close and personal
with wildlife is sure to get that on this exciting Tanzanian journey. The trip kicks off with a restful start at
the infamous Ngorongoro Crater, and continues on to
a true adventure in a tented camp in the Serengeti,
complete with dinner under the stars, gin and tonics
in the light of the bonfire, and days spent following the
Great Migration (in season). Then enjoy premier game
watching, tracking and river safaris in the truly wild Selous Game Reserve, before being flown to the Indian
Ocean island of Pemba (Zanzibar) for some castaway
chic down time in the blissfully secluded shoreline

we dig

thatch villas of the Fundu Lagoon Hotel. This adventurous yet romantic honeymoon is perfect for any couple
looking to truly escape and live on the wild side.
jacadatravel.com/t/example_trip/wildly-adventurous
-tanzanian-honeymoon/us

For Those Who Want to
Go Beyond the Beach –
Experience the Sophisticated
Splendor of South Africa:
From $7,518 per person for 12 days
For the cultured couple that enjoys the finer things
in life and without too much travelling, an escape to
South Africa will hold all the ingredients for an unforgettable honeymoon. Ensuring romance, exclusivity
and privacy throughout, this trip is a perfect balance
of Cape Town’s chic city life, the delectability of the
Winelands, the wild adventure of the country’s premier
private game reserve (Sabi Sands), and the riverside
luxury of the epic Victoria Falls. From private wine cellar tours to cruising the Zambezi River at sunset, this
is honeymoon for those who want more than just a
beach.
jacadatravel.com/t/example_trip/sophisticated
-cape-safari-waterfalls-honeymoon/us
If you and your loved one are looking to escape

we dig

For The sight seers –
discover the wildlife
of kenya and the beaches
of zanzibar:

For The private pair –
create your own private
paradise in kenya and
the seychelles:

From $10,952 per person for 12 days

From $20,542 per person for 12 days

to some of the most awe-inspiring scenery in the
world, then this trip is for you. This journey leads you
to Kenya’s lesser known landscapes beginning with
the Samburu and Laikipia Plateau areas to view the
Great Rift Valley’s ecosystems, including large prides
of Lion,and black rhinos. Then it’s onto the world
famous Masaai Mara, where you’ll stay in lodges that
border the national park, allowing for a far more exclusive Safari than those inside the national park.
Enjoy some of the best game viewing in the world
as well as the opportunity for bush walks and night
drives. Finish the trip on the tropical Indian Ocean
beaches of Zanzibar to unwind, soak up the sun,
sail the turquoise seas scented with spices, and just
reap in the ultimate relaxation.

If you’re lookiAng for a honeymoon that truly lets
you enjoy your time alone, far from the disturbances of every day life, this romantic escape is
the perfect remedy. Begin with an exclusive safari
concession experience on the edges of the Maasai Mara reserve, spotting prides of Lion and the
rest of the Big Five while staying in an atmospheric, romantic and really wild lodge or tented camp.
Then fly on to the delightful Fregate Island in the
Seychelles archipelago for the ultimate in privacy
and solitude amidst heavenly private beaches and
sumptuous shoreline luxury.

jacadatravel.com/t/example_trip/luxury-safari
-beach-honeymoon/us

jacadatravel.com/t/example_trip/luxe-kenyan
-safari-seychelles-honeymoon/us

we dig

Honeymoons
in Latin America
For Sensual Soul Mates –
A Seductive Escape to
Northern Argentina:
From $5,044 per person for 13 days
If you love the idea of love, and want a truly romantic honeymoon, then forget Paris, and look
to the seductive setting of Northern Argentina,
where you’ll encounter rugged landscapes, beautiful winelands, waterfalls, and vibrant city life in
Buenos Aires. Start off the trip in the romantic city
of Buenos Aires, where you will experience the
best of what the city has to offer - history, culture,
food, and, of course, Tango. Then it’s off to a traditional Estancia (Estate) in Cordoba, where you
will have time to relax, go horseback riding with
Gauchos cowboys, and taste some of the most
delicious and authentic Asado BBQ. You will then
travel west to Mendoza, to stay in the spectacular
scenery of the Andes Mountains, an area world famous for some of the most delicious wines, where
you can learn how the grapes are taken from vine
to bottle, and taste some too.
jacadatravel.com/t/example_trip/north-argentina
-honeymoon/uk-us

we dig

For beach bums –
castaway chic in brazil:

For thrill seekers –
explore all of costa rica:

From $7,151 per person for 14 days

From $3,180 per person for 10 days

After a stressful wedding planning process, this tive volcano visits and canopy tours, you will never
may be the best time to indulge in some pure get bored in this small but exciting country. Start the
rest & relaxation on the beach. Take a journey to adventure off in Arenal where you will experience the
Brazil’s most scenic and discreet beaches in Ba- wildlife of the rainforest on canopy tours and/or nature
hia that will make you forget about the hustle and hikes, before finishing the evening off at Arenal’s natubustle of modern life. Start off the trip in one of ral hot springs. After a highly energized time exploring
the most secluded and beautiful spots, Corumbau, Arenal, enjoy time relaxing or surfing on some of Costa
to melt away the stress entirely, before heading Rica’s golden sandy beaches along the Pacific coastto Trancoso, a rustic and beautiful beach town line of Guanacaste, staying at luxury accommodations
where the rich and famous are known to hide out. each step of the way. No matter which activities you
Then ease back into city life as you hit the beach and choose to partake in, you’ll have plenty of quality time
explore the lively city of Rio de Janeiro before flying alone, where you can embrace the country’s ‘pure life’
back to the “real world.” For those that want some ac- and enjoy being pampered in your luxe accommodativity outside the beach, Jacada can arrange for sooth- tion of choice.
ing couples massages or light water activities such as jacadatravel.com/t/example_trip/luxury-costa-rica
snorkeling, boat rides, and hiking through the jungle.
-honeymoon/us
jacadatravel.com/t/example_trip/deluxe-bahian
-beach-honeymoon/uk-us/locations
Costa Rica has everything a thrill seeking couple could
want - from beach and rainforest adventures, to ac-
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For history buffs &
cruising enthusiasts –
see the best of the
mystical land of peru:
From $6,391 per person for 10 days

The country of Peru is wildly diverse and has much
mystery to be discovered. Start off the trip by taking
in the marvelous wildlife of Peru’s Amazon rainforest,
from the luxury and comfort of your Amazon cruise
boat. Watch river dolphins dive right next to your boat,
and take in the sights and sounds of the variety of colorful tropical birds and other mammals living in this immensely wildlife-rich region of Peru. Then spend some
time exploring the beautiful and historical surrounds of
the Sacred Valley, the lost Incan city of Machu Picchu,
and be wowed by the archaeological wonders found
in the Spanish colonial city of Cusco. vWith a private
guide by your side, you’ll avoid the tourist traps and
experience an authentic side of Peru that one can’t
help but fall in love with.
jacadatravel.com/t/example_trip/luxury-peru
-explorer/us

For more information on Jacada Travel and its personalized trip ideas across Latin America or Africa, please visit:
JacadaTravel.com.
Jacada Travel is the go-to expert in personalized private-guided luxury travel to Latin America and Africa.
Founded in 2008 by Alex Malcolm, Jacada Travel offers unique and inspired itineraries for travelers seeking a truly personal travel experience with discreet,
attentive service from start to finish. Jacada’s expert
travel designers can offer clients a one-of-a-kind
insider’s guide to South America and Africa – from
quaint vineyard hotel stays in Mendoza, Amazon tribe
encounters in Peru, and archaeologist-guided private
tours of the Mkgadikgadi Pans in Botswana, to secluded beachfront villa stays on the private islands of
Mozambique, Jacada helps travellers make the most
of their time away. For more information on Jacada
Travel and to browse all of their itineraries, please
visit: JacadaTravel.com.

FOR JOURNEYS.
FOR ADVENTURES.
FOR SIMPLY GETTING AWAY.
We believe your trip should be above and beyond ‘tailor-made’.
That’s why at Jacada Travel our team of travel designers deliver truly
personalised, private travel to africa and Latin america for unique and
exceptional experiences, with outstanding individual service and the best in
luxury touring.

{

LATIN AMERICA

}{

“Kudos to Jacada Travel and George Warren for
planning such a perfect trip to Buenos Aires and
Patagonia for my son and me. From the outset
George asked a lot of questions, and consequently
crafted a trip that met our interests and desires
perfectly. Since he lived in Argentina, his recommendations on restaurants, sights to see, and
activities were spot on.”
- B. Rafkin, US -

AFRICA

}

“The service provided by Jacada Travel and Byron,
our travel designer, was amazing - he was very
diligent in listening and understanding what our
expectations were of the trip and provided a quote
and itinerary that was beyond anything we could
have imagined.”
- J. Warwick, US -

www.jacadatravel.com
enquiries@jacadatravel.com
+1 866 610 1533

Men’s Trends
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Four getta-bout-it.

valentino

Alexander McQueen

Even though we hate bidding
adieu to Summer, we can look
forward to transitioning our
wardrobe into Fall. Here are
some trends that compliment
the weather and lifestyle change.

1

Black
What would fall be without black? It’s time to
bring out those black pieces you feared would
induce heat stroke in the summer, back from
the bottom of your closet. However, black is
always more chic if it is worn in a statement
piece such as a jacket or a beautiful pair of
black shoes. And if you decide to wear an entire black outfit, refer to trend #2. How sharp
would an orange belt look on your black outfit? It’s all about that uniqueness you can add
to your look.

Alexander McQueen

MARTIN LEMAITRE

2
Vivienne Westood

Issey Miyake
Louis Vuitton

Fall is all about the change
on the tree’s foliage so this
trend is appropriate for
the occasion. This spectacle
of colors is the highlight of
the season—why not be
part of it? Orange tones
were big on runways in
Milan, Paris and London this
season, whether it was in
small accessories or entire
outfits. You definitely can’t go
wrong with some orange
pieces this autumn!

Issey Miyake

Orange
Tones

3
mugler

Salvatore Ferragamo

Louis Vuitton

versace

Bright
Blues

You would think the color blue would
probably match people’s moods during
this season, but this year it will just
match those blue fall skies. Designers
are definitely not being predictable this
season, as the majority of the tones
are bright and bold, as opposed to
dark and sober. And again, this trend
goes back to trend #1; blue and black
is a perfect and common combination
amongst this season’s designs.

4

daks

Prada Milan
daks

You might consider your
summer prints a pattern,
and you could probably
still pull them off as such.
However, designers
have taken a more subtle
approach to them by
bringing familiar patterns
out on their designs.
Stripes, or squares are a
fashionable route you can
take for that Thanksgiving
dinner.

Vivienne Westwood

Patterns

we dig

W

elcome to the creative and forward fashion world of designer Phoenix Keating. As someone who was not completely
familiar with the Australian label which holds the same moniker, I confess I looked at it and
immediately got a flavor of what the brand was all about...
It pushes the envelope and delivers well constructed, powerful, well thought out items of clothing. Each couture collection is
named accordingly and evokes a feeling. Yes his clothes and
the images in which he shows them provoke thought. Imagine
that. We decided what better way to explain what’s behind this
driven line than to ask the designer himself.

phoenixkeating.com

we dig

“

A true Phoenix
Keating woman
is fearless and
wears her clothing
and accessories
like armor.

”

What makes you look at an item and know that it is Phoenix
Keating?
Tailoring, silhouette and detail–however it isn’t just the look,
but the feeling of the clothing that makes it a Phoenix Keating garment. The support imbued by the fit of the garment
creates a palpable feeling of power within its wearer.
Describe Phoenix Keating in 5 words.
Powerful, Elegant, Graceful, Sensual and Overt.
What kind of people wear your clothes?
Women who are confident and self assured in their dress sense.
A true Phoenix Keating woman is fearless and wears her clothing and accessories like armor.
Do you want to remain an underground cult-following brand,
or be sold to the masses?
As time progresses so will the label. The integrity of the
brand will always remain, and it will always cater to a very
specific woman, however the amount of people who wear
it is not up to me. I see growth as a positive thing.
Who would you consider PK’s “It Girl” who represents/fits
your brand well? (Amber heard, Chloe Sevigny, Kate Moss,
etc...)
I love powerful women; Kate Blanchet, Tilda Swinton, and
Daphne Gunness come to mind.

Dream celebrity to dress, and why?
Beyonce; Powerful, Elegant, Graceful, Sensual and Overt.
Where do you gather inspiration for new designs?
Usually there is a formula that dictates my design process – A piece of music that inspires me, an object or
person that jumps out at me and an era of the past
that I love. I mix everything together and usually end up
with a hyper modern yet vintage feeling collection with
a touch of minimalism and ultra wear-ability. This all of
course revolves around a story that I create in my mind,
there always needs to be a woman first.
Favorite season to design for?
I don’t think I could confine my passion to just one
season. I love designing period and I hope that shows
through from one season to the next.

Where do you see the Label in 5 years?
I hope that one day I can share my passion with the rest
of the world. Nothing would give me greater pleasure
than to see my garments being worn and loved.
This is the wanderlust issue, so here’s a couple travel
questions for you...If Phoenix keating could be based
out of anywhere, where would It be?
Paris.
The brand originates in Australia so you must travel a
bunch…staple piece of clothing needed on all trips?
My Neckerchief.

photo by shelli wright
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model
behavior
by bianca alexa

So it’s been a little over a year
since Bianca Alexa graced our
first issue cover. We thought
we would check in on our lovely
and see what kind of trouble
she’s been getting into.
We couldn’t possibly imagine
all the things that have
transpired since her first
cover. We decided it would be
best to have her give you her
own account of the events
that transpired. And it went a
little something like this...

T
“

he person who’s name I call must immediately return
to the house, pack your belongings, and go home,”
Tyra Banks says, standing before me, tall and ominous.
“America has voted, and the first person going home
this week is.. Bianca.”

I know what you’re thinking, and yes, that little clip was me
getting voted off of the infamous TV show, Americas Next Top
Model. But wait, let’s back track a bit to the beginning of this
year so I can explain everything..

Sitting outside an empty house in San Francisco smoking a
cigarette, I wondered how I had arrived at this point: waiting
on some loser guy who didn’t even like me and desperately

misspennystock.com | guess.com
cwtv.com/shows/americas-next-top-model

model behavior

Time to loosen you
guys up! Dance
break! Gentleman,
grab a lady of your
choice and line
up! We’re gonna
catwalk too!
craving that hippie life in San Fran that was not playing out as
I has planned. Why was I forcing this? I had already decided
to leave SF State. This life was over. It was time to move on
and go back home to Los Angeles.. but no. Here I sat instead,
desperately trying to make this pathetic life work.
But then something happened: I got an email from Chase
Austin, one of the LA recruiters from Top Model, asking me to
please come and audition for the show. So what did I do? I got
the hell outta dodge and headed out to LA on a Greyhound
in the hopes of getting on a show I once laughed at.. Boredom
can lead to some interesting opportunities.
Days went by and callbacks for the show came and went. I
sat in a little room at Radford studios. I had made it to the final
callback for the show. Why was it taking four hours to get to
me? I had no clue. One of the girls next to me looked annoyed
too. “Wanna ditch this shit and get some food?” She asked,
“We’ll totally be back in time. This shit is taking forever.” I laughed
and knew that I had instantly made a best friend. Her name
was Hayley. But we’ll get back to her later.
As you may have already discovered, this year, Top Model
decided to bring men on the show. And hell, I couldn’t complain!
They were all looking delicious at the callback. One little cutie in
particular caught my eye. A carbon copy of James Dean stood
next to me, 5’10 and not needing an inch more. Sure, I had
overheard him talking about about his partner Dean and knew
that, of course, he didn’t swing my way, but I was hell bent on
being his bestie anyway!

photo by shelli wright

model behavior

By the time Hayley and I got back from playing hooky, we
were still a long way away from doing our individual interviews.
Yawning and over it, I was about to just walk out again but
the casting directors stopped everything and told us all it was
break time.
“Time to loosen you guys up!” She said. “Dance break! Gentleman, grab a lady of your choice and line up! We’re gonna
catwalk too!”
So who immediately grabs me? Little James Dean. Standing
in line, I was trying to think of something that we could do that
would make us stand out. While I was mapping out a potential
kiss, it was our turn before I could say anything. We get to the
end of the runway and suddenly Chris (James Dean) pulls me
in and plants one on me! I knew then we were officially besties.
So many things happened on the show that I can’t even begin to go into depth here. I could honestly write a book about
just those three weeks. A romance blossomed, I met two of my
closest friends in LA and I got to make a fool of myself on national television. No need to bore you with all that here though.
The extremely edited version is available on your TV instead.
After the show I walked into Wilhelmina’s open call, got myself an agent, lost 10 pounds (dont worry, that was my idea!),
and started working almost everyday. I’ve done two national
commercials, worked for Guess, and even modeled for Glamour magazine.
Shortly after, Hayley my bestie ended up introducing me to
one of the top penny stock traders in the world, Tim Sykes and
I ended up winning his Miss Penny Stock contest. What is Miss
Penny Stock you ask? Well, it is a competition that Tim decided
to create two years ago, drunk in Hawaii. “Finance is boring,”
he admits. “Miss Penny Stock will be a pretty face to show what
I can do with my teaching,” he continued, “I want to teach everybody, so why not models?”
Why not models indeed. Hayley won last year in 2012, and
now, I’m traveling the world with him and Hayley. My biggest
dream is to visit Greece and now the three of us are all going
this month. So I’m working as a model here in LA, and living the
dream life I always imagined for myself.
Where do I see myself in a year? God, who KNOWS. I
never even imagined my life being this incredible six months
ago.. A whole year from now could bring anything. Thanks you
guys for giving me my first cover!
Xoxo Your girl Bianca

model behavior

photo by shelli wright

I never even
imagined my life
being this incredible
six months ago...

Rome
AMALFI Coast
and the

In search of accessible, stylish
travel, a young fashionable couple
explores the natural beauty and
sophistication of the Amalfi
Coast and the timeless grandeur
of Rome.

By Shane Fonner,

experienced with Jane Lerman

we share

L

ike every tourist I stumbled out of the
Rome airport concerned not only that I
hadn’t gotten a stamp on my passport
nor gone through customs, but also by
the reckless disregard for precious time
spent waiting for my luggage. My worries were soon
abated in the dense, moist heat of the early August
evening, which sits languidly and deeply ensconced
between the aged buildings, heaving in close quarters and sequestering my every move.

ngý
ýCrossi
ýCondottiý

August in Rome provides an amazing opportunity
to seek out usually inundated sights with minimal
intrusion—the typical throng of tourists seems to be
put off by the morbid heat and humidity and the
locals have all headed down the coast for holiday.
Casually sexy in white jeans and a loose sleeveless tee, I checked into Crossing Condotti
(crossingcondotti.com) with my effortlessly chic
and stylish girlfriend. Elegantly appointed and set
uniquely on the second floor of an ancient palazzo, ýcolosseumý
Crossing Condotti’s unique allure lies in the professionalism and charm of its staff. Francesco, the
manager, is eager to help and more than capable.
Rooms are romantic and well situated to the major
attractions of Rome.
When in Rome, there are certain undeniable
monuments that you must check off your list. See
the Spanish Steps (just feet away from Crossing Condotti), the Trevi Fountain, the Colosseum, and the majestic Pantheon—a marvel of
human ingenuity and engineering. The Vatican
is also worth a visit, and if you are accustomed
to walking, do yourself a favor and see Rome by
foot—there’s no better way to become intimately
involved with the ancient city. We walked the entire historic center in an epic marathon 4-hour session- ideal for burning off the pasta calories and
general lethargy. For the lazy, cab rides are also
fairly affordable (between $5 and $15 depending
on distance) and a good, safe option. Seek out
the white Mercedes with the light on top.

ýtreviý
iný
ýfounta

we share

ýýPraia

noýý

noý

ýPosita

ýamalfiý
stý
ýcoa

In the evening, be sure to visit Trastevere, a riverside neighborhood over the bridge from the historical
center. With loads of restaurants and bars to choose
from, find a place with a menu in Italian only and avoid
places where you hear English being spoken. During
August, there is also a festival of white tents lining the
Tiber River and featuring local and exotic foods, music,
and cinema.

The daunting climb to
the top is unavoidable;
yet still one of the
charms of Positano.

After Rome, we headed on the FrecciaRossa (Italy’s fast train traveling at speeds of 200Mph) to Naples
and on to the Amalfi Coast, a singularly stunning
place with precipitous cliffs and magnificent panoramic views. We stayed in Praiano, a slightly offthe-beaten path destination one town over from Positano. Praiano is a more rugged, less touristy beach
town with a hidden marvel of black sand squeezed
miraculously between two mammoth rocks jutting out
of the turquoise Mediterranean.

we share
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Here you’ll hear little English spoken (though everyone speaks it) and see very few tourists—and
feel like you’ve discovered your very own paradise.
The water is some of the clearest in the world, and
boutique hotels and romantic restaurants dot the
coast—try Il Pirata (ristoranteilpirata.net) for a
sexy evening on the sea.
At sunset, try the incandescent Il Pino
(hosteriailpino.it) for magnificent sunset views over
Positano. We dined late into the evening, with couples
romanticizing over the Michelin-starred chef’s offering
and homemade goodness beyond anyone’s expectations. Ask Baldo, the owner, for the daily specials
or throw out the menu altogether—let the chef make
the decisions as you sit back and drift off into your
lovers’ eyes.
Jet-set into Positano for some of the wildest
scenery out there—a town pirouetting delicately on

sublime, rocky cliffs. The SITA bus, though on a distinctly Italian schedule, does come occasionally and
provides an affordable (and entertaining) option for
travel between towns. Watch gleefully as the driver
balances the six-ton machine on hairpin turns and
fights dramatically with on-coming traffic—including
often times, other buses and bus drivers. Their tiptoe dance, back and forth, is a priceless amusement.
Positano is grandiose and breathtaking; leave the
bus at town center and descend the swirling roads
and steep staircases to the black sand beach at its
core. Eat at La Pergola (hotelbucadibacco.it) on
the beach and watch as tourists gawk at maps and
spin in circles trying to consume the magnificent expanse of hills and rock, blue Mediterranean and black
sand. Don’t ask the local artist to take your picture,
though—while his oil painting is passable, he has a
terrible eye with the camera. Find someone with an

we share

ýmagiý

ýhouseý

taurants and attractions are perfectly curated for the
young and stylish. The 5-room boutique hotel serves
organic food and in-house wine produced and curated
by the hotel’s owner, Mariano Cappiello, a stylish Sorrentino with an artistic pedigree. Suggesting only local, non-touristic restaurants that price food fairly, we
were led to Sacro e Profano (sacroeprofano
sorrento.it), a gem hidden on a small side street.
We also discovered the enchanting Donna Sofia
(ristorantedonnasofia.com), accessible via prearranged free shuttle through lemon groves and barely passable streets, set atop a hill in a private villa.
From Sorrento, dressed casually but undeniably
chic, we headed to the Mecca of fashionable Summering—Capri. We arrived in Capri anxious for the
opulently natty. We were not disappointed. Pulling
into the harbor we were awestruck by the rock walls
emerging exuberantly from the blue sea. The white
limestone is in stark contrast to the cerulean blue of
the clear skies, forest green grass perched like a toupee atop the sheer face. Nestled at the top of the funicular’s path uphill from Marina Grande, the town
of Capri crowns the island’s eastern side with jewels
of European (mainly Italian) high fashion. Fendi, Gucci,
Ferragamo, Louis Vuitton—the list reads like a Sartorial
Hall of Fame. Neck-snapping in its pervasiveness, the
heights of voguish swank inundated us as we troved
the alleyways, immersed in its ubiquity and loving the
impossibly tasteful curation of the island’s inhabitants,
visitors and dashing locals alike.

expensive camera of their own and have them give it
a shot.
The daunting climb to the top is unavoidable; yet
still one of the charms of Positano. There’s really not
much to do except eat, relax, smoke cigarettes, relax,
drink, eat, repeat. Put on your skimpiest bathing suit
and skip the pasta- the water temperatures tend to
stay in the low 80s.
Sad to leave the Amalfi Coast, easily one of the most
magical places in the world, we headed to the northern side of the peninsula to Sorrento. Checking into
the Magi House (magihouse.it), we were greeted by
the charming Roberta, whose guidance to local res-

We stopped on a recommendation at Aurora Pizzeria (auroracapri.com), hidden on a side street off
the main square but effusive of its illustrious clientele—pictures of Jay Z, Beyonce, Cristiano Ronaldo
and Steven Spielberg in the restaurant line the interior
and exterior white walls. The paper-thin pizza is dynamite, and the fresh pasta brings it home.
Back in Sorrento we sadly parted ways with the
Magi House staff, whose exuberant driver/private tour
operator, Serafino (regasorrentours.blogspot.it),
transferred us back to the Naples train station for the
fast train back to Rome.

we share
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The town of Capri crowns the
island’s eastern side with jewels
of European high fashion.
ýpizz ýciroý
aý

Back in Rome, we settled for a final night into the
Hotel Barocco (hotelbarocco.com), an epicly welldesigned and well-run hotel in the historic center of
Rome, mere minutes from the Trevi Fountain. Their capable staff exhibited daft service, arranging breakfast
in our room prior to our 7am checkout. Newly renovated, the Hotel Barocco’s baroque interiors are lush
and beckon a hearty sleep. After an evening at the
delectable Pizza Ciro (pizzaciro.it), the bed called
my name if only for a few hours.
Not wanting our trip in Rome to ever end, we spent
the waning hours of our romantic sojourn sipping limoncello and listening to live jazz music just across
the piazza from Hotel Barocco. The warm orange pink
of morning breezed through the taxi windows at over
100Mph as we zoomed Formula One style to the airport, listening to thumping 70s disco beats and wishing
we could enjoy our Roman holiday.
—La Dolce Vita—forever.

ýcapriý
ýshoppingý
ý
ýdistrict

toddreed.com 800.376.3609
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A

s the summer comes to a
close, and we reflect on
the fun we had hanging
out in the sun...we now
look forward towards fall, and fall
is fashion season! As the days grow
shorter and the nights get longer,
inviting your favorite couple over for
dinner and cocktails is just the ticket.
This menu is not very complicated,
and will make you look like a seasoned
chef in front of your friends. It will
also lead to conversation and maybe
a game of Rummikub.

Written by Christopher Turke, Executive Chef

we enterta in

Dolmas

( rice-stuffed grape leaves)

Ingredients
1 C cooked white rice
6 leaves of fresh mint chopped
1/2 bunch fresh parsley chopped
1 sprig fresh dill chopped
1/2 of a white onion minced
8 large pickled grape leaves rinsed and
patted dry with a towel

Procedure
Cook the rice and let cool in fridge. Add all of the other
ingredients and add some salt and a squeeze of lemon
juice. Fill the grape leaves with the mix in the middle fold up
the sides and roll. Place on a cool looking tray to present.
Top with olive oil and chopped parsley.

Baba

appetizers

we enterta in

Ganoush
					

Ingredients
2 large eggplants
4 cloves garlic
1/2 C tahini
juice of 2 lemons
1/2C fruity extra virgin olive oil
salt (to taste)
6-8 good quality pitas

Procedure

(roasted eggplant dip)
Roast the eggplants on a hot grill or in a 400 degree oven until
soft, about 30 to 45 minutes
Then let cool for a minute or 2, then pull off the purple /black
skins and place the “meat” of the eggplant into a mixer. Add the
rest off the ingredients and blend until smooth. Add salt or more
of any ingredient if needed after tasting. Toast the Pita and keep
warm , cut into triangles and enjoy with your domas and good
wine or a lager beer.

Ingredients
8 - 6 oz. pounded out boneless / skinless chicken breasts. You
can ask a reputable butcher to portion those how you like. If you

we enterta in

Chicken

want to take out some aggression at home, you
can take any hard object like a brick or a hammer
wrapped in foil. Make sure there is a 2 foot by 1
foot piece of plastic wrap on the top of your cutting
board, place 3 breasts a few inches apart, then place
another piece of plastic wrap over the top, and
whack away.

8 slices prociutto

				

Saltimbocca

(chicken cutlet with prosciutto and sage

and served with sautéed spinach).

8 sage leaves
the pan. Sautee for about 5 minutes on medium heat, flip and drape the
prosciutto over the breast and place the sage leaf on top. Cook for about
2 more minutes. Remove from pan and place on a cookie sheet. Copy these
steps until all the chicken is cooked. Then place in the broiler for about 2-3
minutes, until the prosciutto is wilted and slightly crispy. In the saute pan,
add butter, garlic and white wine. Reduce for a few minutes, then add the
chicken stock. Reduce again and reserve 1/2 the sauce for the chicken. Add
the spinach and saute until wilted. If you need to do the spinach in batches,
add some butter and wine, then the spinach to wilt, salt and pepper to taste.

2 cloves garlic
1/2 cup white wine
1 cup chicken stock
3 Tsp butter
2 Tsp oil
4 Tsp flour
Salt and black pepper to taste

Procedure

Crepes

entree

4 pounds baby spinach

Set the broiler on high. Salt and pepper the chicken
breasts, then lightly dredge in the flour and set
aside. Heat a large pan to medium heat; add oil
and enough of the chicken breasts not to crowd

Suzette

( french pancakes flambéed with grand mariner

we enterta in
and cognac)

Ingredients
Crepes
4 eggs
3 Tablespoons Flour
3 Tablespoons
1 Tablespoon water
Pinch of salt
Sauce
1/4 cup cognac
1/4 cup grand mariner
1/4 cup butter
1/4-1/2 cup fresh raspberries.

Procedure
You can use a blender or a food processor for

this recipe. Mix all ingredients until smooth. Let
stand at least 4 hours (overnight is preferable).
If you do not have a crepe pan you can use
a 10-inch non stick saute pan. Heat pan over
medium-high heat, lightly spray the pan with
Pam non-stick liquid. When it starts to smoke,
spoon the batter into the middle of the pan, take off the heat and
swirl around pan until it’s as thin as it can get. When you see bubble
holes forming and the middle is cooked through, place on a plate
and cover with plastic to keep warm. Crepes can be made days
ahead of time and wrapped and stored in refrigerator. When all
pancakes are done, fold each one in 1/2 then in 1/2 again so it
forms a wedge. Heat the pan once again, add the butter, once it
starts to bubble add the sugar and caramelize for 30 seconds. Take
the pan off the flame and add your booze. Slowly return to flame
and carefully flambé. If you are in a small apartment or have a very
sensitive smoke alarm be very careful (also watch your eyeballs!).
Cook for 1 minute to cook off the alcohol, then add the crepes and
cook for another minute or two until cooked through. Display on a nice
serving platter and sprinkle with berries.

dessert

.. make yours
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editor’s

picks
Beauty Editor Annah Yevelenko

October is Breast
Cancer Awareness
Month and we at Bisous
are huge supporters!
Seems we aren’t the only
ones. More and more beauty
innovators are joining the
cause and putting their best
products forward; bringing
you the highest quality
products which not only
make you smile at the mirror
but encourage you to help
using your wallet as a
mighty sword. En garde!

Morgan Taylor
Morgan Taylor has a limited edition nail trio caringly selected from the brand
new lacquer line (launched in Summer 2013), “Who’s That Girl,” “All Dolled
Up” and “Make Me Blush” will be sold together and 5% of each purchase
will be donated to the Susan G. Komen organization to support breast cancer
research. For more info: morgantaylorlacquer.com

RAMY

Ramy Gafni, cancer survivor and founder of RAMY Beauty Therapy, will donate
100% of proceeds from sales of RAMY Lipstick in Bella Ariella and RAMY Lip
Gloss in Lucky in Love to the Young Survival Coalition during the entire month
of October. YSC, now in its 15th year, is a global organization that offers
resources, connections, and outreach for young women diagnosed with breast
cancer to help them feel supported and empowered. For more info: ramy.com

Murad Hydrate for Hope Set

Gelish soak-off gel polish

Gelish soak-off gel polish launches the You Can Make A Difference
Breast Cancer Awareness polish trio. 5% of proceeds from this limitededition collection will be donated to the Susan G. Komen Foundation to
find a cure for breast cancer. Gelish calls all nail fans to action with “Go
Girl” and “Gossip Girl,” and offers “Izzy Wizzy Let’s Get Busy” as a free
third color to “polish” off the collection.
For more info: gelish.com and gelishminis.com

For the third year in a row, Murad will donate
10% from the sale of this set sold to retailers to City
of Hope’s breast and women’s cancers research,
treatment and education programs. The Hydrate
for Hope set, which comes with a hot pink cosmetic
bag, includes Hydro-Dynamic Ultimate Moisture
that features a luxurious blend of super-hydrating
ingredients that quench skin and restore youthful
resiliency and tone, making it the most opulent
moisturizer ever to appear in the Murad line. For
more info: murad.com

we enhance

Hot PINK! Ultra Smooth
Comb Collection

Hot PINK! Ultra Smooth Comb Collection - This award-winning
comb collection is a cult favorite for all types and textures
of hair - specially formulated with a special blend of Argan
and Olive Oils and Keratin Protein infused in the plastic to
moisturize hair and fight frizz. Achieve healthier looking hair
with a silky, brilliant finish!

I

nspire and support Breast Cancer Awareness
with Cricket’s award-winning tools, now in limited
edition, powerful hot pink! Cricket’s professional
salon-quality products are stylish and sophisticated
in design and performance - and now they come
with dazzling, pink sequined fashion accessories.
A portion of the proceeds from Cricket’s Pink!
product sales will be donated to breast cancer research
through The City of Hope cancer research hospital.
For more info: cricketco.com

Hot PINK! Centrix Ceramic Styling Iron

Lock in smooth and sleek moisture with ultra fast infrared heatproducing negative ions and ceramic plates. It is equipped with an
LED indicator light that blinks blue and red when the iron is ready
for use. Comes with Fabulous Sequins PINK! Travel Case for stylish
on-the-go storage.

We enhance
Hot PINK! Centrix
Q-Zone Dryer

Restore serenity to your blow-out with Insanely
Quiet™ technology. Energy-efficient Ceramic
Tourmaline technology delivers healthier looking
hair, shine and moisture. Comes with free sequined
wristlet, and Power Booster that increases wind
velocity up to 50 MPH for an even more supersonic
(yet quiet!) blow dry.

Hot PINK! Friction Free
Pro Dryer & Styling Iron

Heat styling roughs up the hair’s cuticles, which reduces its natural shine and
smoothness. The ionic tourmaline technology in the dryer reduces frizz and adds
luster. The proprietary blend of friction-reducing polymers found in the styling
iron’s low-friction ceramic plates leave hair smooth and silky and straight in
record time, as the iron quickly heats up to 392 degrees Fahrenheit.

Hot PINK! Friction Free
Travel Dryer & Mini Flat Iron Set

The Travel Dryer features two heat/speed settings and blasts
a strong 1600 watts of power. It’s the perfect compact size for
travel, and folds in half to become even smaller. The Mini Flat
Iron’s mere 6-inches make it a great travel companion. It heats
up to 392 degrees Fahrenheit and features rubber accents for
cool touch protection.

Hot PINK! Static Free Comfort Collection

Fight hat hair and static in style! Static Free Comfort Brushes have
ceramic and ion infused extra large comfort ball tips for extreme comfort,
moisture and static reduction while reducing blow-dry time. Perfect for
sensitive scalps and blissful head massages.

SHELLI WRIGHT - CHIEF CREATIVE DIRECTOR
CO-EDITOR
Shelli Wright is a Fashion Photographer residing in Los Angeles, California.
After obtaining a BS in Journalism Shelli continued her studies in Paris at
Parsons School of Design. It was that stint in Paris that inspired Shelli to follow
her passion for Fashion and she began shooting models for agencies in Paris,
London, NY and of course back on the west coast in her home town of Portland
Oregon. Now working over 15 years in Southern Cal, Shelli decided to enlist
director/editor and partner in crime Christopher Robin Bredesen to start what is
now Bisous Magazine. A platform for other creatives like themselves to forge
relationships and friendships worldwide and put out what they think to be a pretty
bitchin’ mag.
http://www.shelliwrightphotoworks.com

CHRISTOPHER ROBIN BREDESEN - DESIGN DIRECTOR
CO-EDITOR
Chris began his career in documentary film over 15 years ago following dirtbag
skateboarders around the world. Thus began his passion, thereafter continuing
his studies and receiving a B.A. in Journalism from the University of
Oregon. He is an award-winning editor and has worked in the commercial,
feature, TV, and documentary genres. For the past 3 years, Chris’ focus has
been on fashion and beauty in both print and film.
www.bredesenproductions.com

ANNAH YEVELENKO - BEAUTY EDITOR
Annah developed her love for makeup artistry as a child when she marveled at
her grandmother’s shades of red lipstick and the precision of her mother’s liquid
liner flick. Growing up in an artistic family she began to paint portraits - realizing
her passion to paint faces. With a decade of experience behind her belt with
jobs ranging from commercial and fashion print to runway shows to film/video
work - she is constantly researching the industry to always be up-to-date on
trends in skin care, makeup and hair techniques.
www.belleface.com

JASMINE HROMJAK - ART DIRECTOR
“Part Muppet, part Machine.”
portfolio can be found at
coroflot.com/jhromjak

NATALIE DE GROOT - FASHION EDITOR
Is a fashion designer born and raised in Los Angeles. After designing for
l and is currently
successful lines Natalie now freelances as a design consultant
working towards releasing her own clothing line.

appeared in Elle, Marie Claire, Entertainment Weekly and Variety to name a few.

GUEST LIST

www.marccartwright.com/

AUDREY BRIANNE - CONTRIBUTING FASHION EDITOR
Audrey Brianne is an LA-based full-service wardrobe stylist with offices located in the heart of
West Hollywood on Sunset Boulevard. Her career boasts work experience at renowned
companies such as Tommy Hilfiger, Betsey Johnson and People’s Revolution, a fashion
design degree from FIDM and styling endeavors in both New York and Los Angeles.

LUCAS PASSMORE, Los Angeles based photographer, also owns a doberman named,
“Killface.”

www.lucaspassmore.com/

MARTINA+REEM
We are two fashion + Fine art photographers who love to combine our passion
and creativity by creating photographs that merge an element of reality with the
fantastical.
martina-reem.com

SHANE FONNER
Shane Fonner, an intensely ravenous being, is a writer living in New York City. In addition to uncompromising good looks and serious social and mental issues, Mr. Fonner
dazzles audiences with his storytelling, known for its Baroque detail and overthetop embellishment of questionably true events. His blog, The Stylish Sojourner, offers a unique
insight into the man, the myth, and the loosetongued vagabond.

JOSH GIBSON
In my hometown of Peoria, Illinois, I studied theatre and television production at Illinois Central
College. After three years of working for a steel factory, I left my job to take a position at a local NBC
affiliated television station. A year later, I moved to Chicago to study film. In the Spring of 2006, I
graduated with a BA in Cinematography from Columbia College Chicago.

JESSICA WILLIAMS
Jessica Williams is a creative expert with seventeen years in the beauty, film and entertainment industry. She's worked on the Broadway musical Wicked, Aida, and the NBC series,
"The Playboy Club." She writes a bi-monthly beauty column, "Beauty Works" for Patch.com,
and is the founder of The Maitre-d of Makeup beauty blog. Jessica's first e-book, "It's
Makeup, Not Rocket Science!" is available on Amazon.com

JAN PETERSON / CHRISTOPHER TURKE
As a restaurant couple, her as a proprietor and Christopher as a premiere chef. Their motto is an
easy one “Eat and drink everyday, enjoy what life has to offer.” We couldn’t agree more.

Stephan Glathe
Stephan is an international fashion photographer based in Stuttgart, Germany.
His work focuses on female sensuality and emotion in editorial and advertising.
Through his lens, women are always goddesses - self confident, sensual and very feminine. Stephan loves to travel and work with the sun, so he spends most winters in Cape
Town or Miami and the summers back in Europe. His editorial “Italian Beauty” was
actually shot on the beautiful mediterranian island Mallorca in Spain.

BIANCA ALEXA
Model by day who aspires to be Carrie Bradshaw. Bianca was our first cover
for Bisous.

HAILEE LAUTENBACH
I model in LaLa land but I also spend many nights watching lord of the rings in sweatpants, so I don’t know what I am anymore. I also like to sell my soul so follow me on
Instagram, @Haileebobailee

JORDAN LAUDADIO
A Chicago Native who draws inspiration from unconventional places. Jordan is a
regular contributor.

LIZZ EVALEN
Lizz Evalen is a junior studying Psychology and Journalism at the University of Miami.
She’s a crazy Scorpio, obsessive cat lover, and indulges in anything purple. She can
take it as easily as she can dish it, and believes she will be reincarnated as “something
pretty fucking badass.”

IRVIN RIVERA
Irivin loves to rock and lol. He also loves tigers, white roses, and wong kar yai.
www.graphicsmetropolis.com

Martin Lemaitre
#PRboy, men’s fashion aficionado, world traveler. and avid social media connoisseur @
martinLeMaster

WHERE SERVICE MEETS STYLE.

TM

New York | Chicago | Beverly Hills | San Francisco | Toronto
www.johnallans.com

Now available at
Saks Fifth Avenue
Neiman Marcus CUSP
ShopBop.com
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400 boutiques
nationwide
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